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One approath to the study of inferential biases that has emerged over the

,

past few years involves an examination of/the boundary conditions that specify

tbe generalizability of these inferential. tendencies. The present research

concerns the generalizability of cne sudh inferential bias -- perceptual salience

effects -- under con4ticns of pexscnadinvolvemeht.
w

7

r:.
Recent researdh in social cognition suggests thht judgments made by social

1

0. . .

per are ofteninfluenced! by seemingly trivial, but salientsituational

cues. Salience tends to,draw tile attentional.focus of perceivers. This attentional
A

All,

, focus, in turn, has important c6hseguences.for various types of social judgments'

made by perceivea Evaluative judgients; for example, tencT.to he more extreme

far'salient than for-nonsallent stimuli: Likewise, research indicates that

Whether causality is attribUted to a sitUation, object or actCr may depend an,

whidiventity,is more Salient to the pEu:oeiver. 4aylor and Fiske (1978) have

labelled these attentional'effects "top-of theIfuld." processing.

Taylor, Fiske, as well as MdArtpur (1981) and othexs,'havetiXamined the

gervasiveness of these attentional effects: For example, Taylor, Fiske and

the.ir colleagues (1979).00nducted three experiments to assess the extent to

which salience effects occur in acre involiving situations. In all their
4

experimantal conditian, salippce effects ermrged despite attempts to reduce

their impact..

Ta date, few delimiting canditions for the pervasiveness of perceptual -

salience have been demicnstrated, While it is evident that salient stimuli

have a strong impat.on attributions in rimy situationseitis notclear that

A

any studyhas yet demonstrated sglience effects in asituaticn whith is highly

VA involving for the perceiver. Taylor, Fiske, and their colleagues operationalized
A,

volvement as the level of importance subjecri's assigned to ah issue and found

that salience effects generalized to ese high'involvement subjects. We suspect

0,
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that the reason involved subjects fell prey to the visual salience cues can

be explained by the nature of their rather limited level of involvement.
c'

'I .

Involvement,operationalized as importance myylot be_sufficient to motivate

subjecb3' to:attend to dues,other than the salient cues. Personal involvement

4,
is activabedwhen a persai peroeives that an issue, person tr situation has '

hedcnic r4evance for the Rersasn's life. -Ps nineteen year old Minnesotan who

drinks, for example, is likely to Seel persOnally involved with legislation

that proposes to raisethe state drinking age to bsenty-one.

The importance of personal involvement as a moderator variable has emerged

in-other areas of researdh in social cognition. Personal involvement, for

example, appears to moderate.attitude-behavior consistencac. .Borgida and Campbell

(1982), ;or examplechave demonstrated that the hedtnic consequences of an

attitudinally-related behavior *moderated attitude-behavior relations. NOt only

does personal involvement aPpear to nerte attibtP-behavior consistency, it

also has impoi.tant consequences for(attitude dhange and the processing of atti-

tudinally-relevant information. Petty, Catioppo, and their colleagues (1981)

-have shown that personal involvement activates attenticnal directi.on end influefices

the thoughtfulness or.mindfuIness with Whidh issue-relevant yguments axe con-.
/

sidered. PerSonal involvement appeais to motivate the indiviauAl to expend

the effort necessary for more thou4htful evaluation of message contents.

Given the importance of personal involvement as a moderator variable in

these donains,.ue predicted personal involvement might also moderate the effects

,

ofrisual salience on social judgments and attributions. !Ugh pe al involvement

:7may mcderate,the effects of visual salience by directing a percei rfs att:ention -

to aspects of-the situation that are mote importaneand relevant to forming
IF

impressions andmaking attributions. 'Personal involvement nay also increase

the amount and quality of thought devoted to evaluating the stimulus situation.

4 .
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If the attentional effect; assocated with salient,stimuli can be modified_by

personal involvement, then it night be expected that the enhanced,awareness

of cues other than the visua4y salient cues night attenuate salience effects.

In other words, high involvement may shift atteniicn fnanperiptheral, salient

stimuli to.the rressage'cccIteht of the situation. *The extent to which high

pexscnal involvement rceerates, Ad therefore limits, the generalizability of

salience attentional effects was examined in three expeximerits.

Procedure: In each experiment that we conducted, salience was manipulated

,by varying the visual pormihence oi discuSsants in a two7persan conveiasticn.

conveisatiOn format involved eadh discussant giving apposing vigrs on an

issue: Eadh discussion Was filmed on videotape and three different visual
e

perspectiws were created, one in which the For discussant was virally salient,

dne in whiCh tire Against discossaltums visliAny salient, and me in which both

discussants were equally visible This perceptual salience manipulation was

the same as that used by Taylor, Fiske, and,their collea4ues. Care was taken

to ensure thateadh discussant presented an equivalent zunter of equally strong

arguments.

In EXperiments 1 & 2, personal involvement was manipulated by varying whether

SUbjects believed they woad be personally affected by aproposed Change in

psydhology'couise requirements. This proposed change was 'the issue discUssed,

in the videotape. ,in Experiment 1, sUbjects were either told that the pxoposed

change in psychology course requirements would be implemented in the next quarter

(liqh Involvement) or in-three years' time (;Law Involvement). This is am in:

volvenent manipulatica used in othet research by Petty,,Caciappo and their

colleagues. As in Experiment 1, subjects in Experiment 2 were told that the

prcpcsed change would be implemented next quarter (High Involvement) or in

5-10 years' time (Iow ITiolvement). In EXperiment 3,.the issue discussed was

a state-wide dhange in the legal drinking a4e and personal involVement became



a stbject variable. FoX eadh experiment, a manipulatian cbeck for involvement

indicated significant differences between high and lbw involvement subjects.

Each subject viewed a 10-12 minute videotape and eadh discussant was

rated an the follcwing measures' which have been typically.used in research an

. salience effects. The Influence Index was cqmposed of subjects' ratings of

how.pexsuasive, convincing, thorough, and campetent eadh discussant was. The

CatSaliiy Index was co:waged of subjects' ratings of how much each discussant

set the thine of the conversatian, determined the informatian that was exchanged,

ald caused the behavior of his or her partner. In Experiment 2, an additiandl

measure of how mudh the discussant caused the partner to be persuasive,cconvincing,

-t-

'thorough and ccmpetentwas included in the Causality Index. Subjects were also

adked to reCall as many for and against issue arguments as they could. For each

dependent'neasuxe the Fait discussant rating minus the Against discussant

rating was calculated. Thus, 'a pcsitive 'scare indicates 'that the For disCtssanti

was judged more influential or causal or had more arguments recalled. A, negative

,

score indicates that theAgainst discussant was judged mcre influential or Causal

or had more arguments recalled.

The research design in.eadh.expeximent was a 3(Salience) x 2(r.;=3.yelment)

between-siibjects design.

Results: In Experiment 1, salience effects were obtained an' two of three

dependent measures. Subjects tended to rate the For discussant more highly

on the Influence Ihdex when the For discussant was salient. ;;Ihen the Against

discussant was sa.liient she was rated more highly cn the Influence Index. The
A

same pattern of rsu1ts was found an the recall meastre.

In Experiment_ 2, we strengthened perscnal AnN;olverrent ty selecting only

those subjects who would be mcxe bexsanally concerned if a Change were Made

in psychology olouratigtirements,,i.e., those stbjects who reported that they

-
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planned on taking more psychology courses. We also selected subjects who were

opposed to the proposed Change. This procedure allowed us to prediCt a particular

pattern of means for our High and Low involvement subjects taking into account

40
their positl6n cn 'this issue. We expected that High involvement,subjects

would show a partisanship for the Against discussant, th4 disscussant with wham

/

they agreed. Thus we expected High involvement subject's to rate the Against

.oliscussant as more infldential and causal in the situation. .For.Low involvement

subjects, we expected that their relative lack.of personal involvement in the

issue would result in their rating the salient discussant as more influential

and causal Two orthogonal contrasts were performed to assess the extent to

. which the predicted pattern acoounted for the data. The appropriately weighted

contrast analysis tested the predictiOn that only the Low involvement subjects'

in the For discussant salient condition wodId rate the For discussant rare in-

/

fluential and causal fhan the Against discussant.

The overall contrast revealed that ally on the Causality Index did the

data fit the predicted pattern, indicating that our Low involvement subjects'

causality ratingS were influenced by the salience of the discUsSants. High

j.nvolvement Subjects, on the othei hand, were not infltmced by.the salience

'manipulatian in the usual manner. .

In Experiment 3, we again altered our involvement criteria and changed

tbe is*ue that was discussed to a legislative proposal to change Minnesota's

legal drinking age. Subjects selected'for the High involvement candition

disagreed with the Kopcsed legislation, rated the issue as personally iMportant

and indicated an a behavioral checklist that their sCCial activities were likely
4

to he Adversely afiected by a Change in the drinking age. Law involvement sub-

jects also disagreed with the proposed legislatibn, bdt rated the issue as un-%

important and reported that a change in the drinking:Age would have little effect
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cn the# sociaytivities.

An appropriately weighted contrast analysis was again applied to the

influence and causality ratings.' Salience effects uere foundnot to generalize

for High involvement subjects. On the Influence Index, Itw involvement subjects

clearly were affected by the visual salience of discussantt. When the For dis-

cussapt was saiient, Law inV8lvement subjects'rated the For discussant as more

persuasive, convincin4,, thorough, and competent in the discussion. When the

Against discussant was silient, ;,ow involvement subjects'rated"the Against

-discussant more highly an these meaures. Htwever, the High involvemerit subjects

rated the Against discussant more highly on the Influence Index regardless Of

which discussant was'salient. in analysis of variante was.performed on the

recall measures and only a marginally significant effect for Involvement,was

faind tuch that High involvement subjects acturaftely recalled more Against
1

arguments relative to For arguments than Low involvement subjects.

The questicn addressed by these three experiments was 'whether High

perscnal involvement constitutes a boundary oonditicn for salience effects.

The answer seems to be yes. A statelof High involvement seems to increase the

motivaticn and/or Ility to focus attenticn an other-aspects of a situaticn

and not just those stirMili that are peroAptually salient, namely, the salient

Stimulus pertain. In our experimentt, High personal involvement was sufficient

tdo motivate subjects to give more thoughtful consideraticn to the message argu-

ment's Made i.57 discussants. High personal involvement, we wouad argue, increases

the saliencysif one's own.stake in the issue and attenuates the saliency of

other available, but peripheral cues.

TJAirperscrial involvement sbbjeOts, an the other hand, do engage in "ntop

of the processing: These individuals seem-to focus attention on more

periptiera, cues to guide their judgments and evaluaticns. Since the situation
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has rdnimal hedonic relevance for.them, they are less rctivated to engage in

more mindful evaluation of the restage presentationv

Higgins, Knipee, and Cason ,(1981) have recently.noted the need for re§earchers

in social cognition "to get personal". Our findings that personal involvement

nay limit the generalizability of salience effects leads us to believe that

this is indeed a fruitful direction for social cognition researchers.

1.
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Personal Involvement.and the Generalizability of Salience Effects

'Beth Howard-Pitney & Eugene Borgida

Pniversity of Minnesota

Ps.

Ta le 1

Mean Influence, Causality, and Accurate Recall as a Function of.Salience and

Personal Involvement - Experiment 1

Personal For Discutsant Against Discussant Neither

Involvement Salient y Salient Salient

Salience

Influencea. low -.65 (n = 17) -2.50 (n = 16) e-1.23 (n = 13)

Index
nigh 2.45 (n = 20) -6.00 (n = 15) -5.14 (n = 14)-

Causality
b

Index

Ilecallc

Lo? -3.1.2 -1.94' i% . ,0. ,-1.54

t

High .86 .-1.20 .-.86

,- Low :.59 ,J.
:06 -

.23

.

High , 1.10 -.13 .07

apositive scores on this composite-measure indicate that the For discussant

was seen as" more persuasive, thorough, convinCing, and competent relative to the

Against discussant.

b
Positive scores on this composite Measure indicate that :the For discussant

was seen as setting, the distussion tone, determining the kind, of infOrmation

exchanged, and causing thp other discussant's. behavior.

c .
iPositve scores indicate more accurate recall of arguments made by the For

discussant relative to.a4uments made by tha Against discussant.
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Table 2

Mban.Influence, Causality, andUccurate Recall as.a

Function of Salience and Personal Involvement - Zxperiment

.0`

Salience
* .

Personal For Discussant Against Discussant Neiih

Involvement Salient .Salient - Sali nt
.

_

£

1

Influencea. Low -5.32 (n = 19)

Index
High" -7.18 (n = 17)

sb
Causality Low 1.68

Index
High -1.88

Recall
c

-.42

High .18'
i

-7.10 (n = 21) -2:56 (n = 18)

-2.16 (n = 19) -.3.;58. i 19)

-3.19 1.06

.16
A .79

-.10 .17

-.21 / q -.26

e / '''

a
Positive scores OA th'is composite measure indicate that.the For'discussant

was seenas more persuasive, thorough, convincing,.and competent relative to the

Against'discussant. . .

. Y,/,

ig

-

b
Positive score's on this composite measure indicate that4he For discussant

was seen as setting the d1.4Eussion tone, detellmining the kind. Of information

exchanged, causing the other discussant's behavior, and ,causing the other dis-
:

cussant to be persuasive, thorough, convincing, and,compecent.

cPositive scores indicate more accurate recall of arguments made by the For

discussant relative to arguments made by the Against discussant.

4
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Mean Influence,.Causaliiy, and !Accurate Recall as a

Function of Salience and Personal Involvement - Experiment 3

Personal
Involvement

For Discussant
Salient

Salience

Against Discussant
Salient

Neither
Salient

.i'influencea Low 2.50(n = 16) -3.12 (n = 17) .69 (n = 16)

Index
High -3.41 (n =. 17) -1.85 (n = 20) 1.09 (n = 23)

CauSalityb, Low -.18
2.44

Index

.1.35

High -.12 -.90 1.61

A Recallc Low. -1.00 -.71 -.06

,
.

-1.18 -.95

aPositive scoies on Ibis composite measure indicate that the For discussant

was seen as more persuasive, thorough, convincing, and competent Nlative to thq

Against discussant.

bPositive scores on this composile measure indicate that fne Fpr discussant

. wa's seen as setting the discussion tone, determining the kind of infOrmation

exchanged, and causing the other discussant's behaVidF.

cPositive see;e-iindicate more accurate recall of arguments made'by,the For '

discussant relative to arguments made by the Against discussant.
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